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Abstract. Digital 3D models are widely used in many application �elds. While the models
are required by several applications, such as architecture, geoscience or simulation, they often
lack vital information for the �nal business application. Models are therefore often rebuilt
to meet the requirements of a speci�c application. Unfortunately, this reconstruction is a
tedious task and consumes time and resources. This paper presents a general algorithm for
reconstructing 3D objects with 3D topological information and without geometrical incon-
sistencies. Firstly, a cellular subdivision is performed by relying on geometrical input data
and then topological relationships between cells are explicitly de�ned. A 3D generalized map
(3-G-map) data structure handles reconstruction information. Secondly, faces are split along
their intersections in order to satisfy a space partition constraint and built a set of volume
without overlapping. One of our notable contribution consists in solving the problem of 3D
intersection by using topological information to improve speed performance and to handle
geometrical imprecision.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, digital 3D models are key components in many industrial and scienti�c sectors, such as archi-
tecture, geoscience, simulation and obviously computer graphics. Numerous tools propose to build virtual
objects, either by construction from scratch, or by reconstruction from acquisition data (point cloud, photos,
and so on). However, each application has its own quality requirements that restrict the class of acceptable
and supported models [8]. For example, the models used within 3D printing framework must have a volume
representation to ensure thick zones in fragile parts. In simulation, the neighborhood relationships between
volumes and faces are necessary to compute energy transfers (acoustics, heat or lighting) [13, 22]. In geo-
metrical and topological modeling, complex operations require a volumetric and spatial closed description of
objects (Boolean operations, hole-�lling).
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Although 3D modeling is more and more successful, 3D models often correspond to a geometrical repre-
sentation: either by a set of faces, or (in rare cases) by a set of volumes. No additional topological information
is available, except the face neighborhood of volumes (according to the used modeler). Hence, the produced
objects may still contain inconsistencies, especially interpenetrations between elements of the same dimension
(volume to volume, face to face or edge to edge). Indeed, a geometrical correction and a dedicated infor-
mation reconstruction are relevant in most application contexts (especially simulation applications that are
usually based on volume information). For example, Figure 1 represents a real set of geological surfaces, which
cannot be used for detecting petroleum reservoir through �ow simulation, due to numerous face intersections
and overlapping of the model, as illustrated in the zoomed part of Fig. 1(a). Classical �lling-hole algorithms
cannot be applied in order to avoid mix of semantics between faults and horizons and modi�cations on these
meshes must be limited. Figure 1(b) highlights in red all interprenetration errors. As standard 3D operations
cannot be used to correct the model, a dedicated process must be used to build a valid model [9, 16, 21, 24].

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Reservoir model generated from geological data (set of geological faults and horizons): (a) Direct
interpretation of seismic and drilling survey with overlap faces; (b) Detection in red of all geometrical errors
that forbid �ow simulation.

Based on previous researches [6, 7, 15, 20], a large survey of model repairing methods is proposed in [8].
More precisely, authors distinguish two main categories for repairing models: global volumetric and surface
approaches. Volumetric approaches consist in reconstructing a new valid mesh after transformation of existent
mesh into an intermediate mesh: as oriented manifold [15], binary space partition tree [20], Nef polyhedra [17].
These methods are often too time consuming and relies on chosen intermediate structure. On the contrary, it
solves highly inconsistent model in a robust way [8, 22]. Surface approaches work directly on the input mesh,
and attempt to repair locally (self-)intersections one by one [6, 22]. Thus, modi�cations on original mesh are
very limited to inconsistent parts. However, the resolution of intersecting geometry is numerically unstable
which may produce artifacts. Finally, above mentioned methods can not respect at same time robustness,
accuracy or e�ciency properties. More, some methods have proposed to e�ciently remove some simple
inconsistencies (complex edges or singular vertices), but they are not fully automatic [15, 20]. Moreover, the
produced object is not based on a formal topological model.
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Several modelers or dedicated software o�er correction operations. MeshLab [12] allows to detect polygon
intersections and to delete corresponding faces: thus, a hole is created then �lled with others techniques.
ReMESH [4] exploits MeshFix, a correction library developed from the work of [2, 3]. This software is
based on an algorithm that strives to convert a low-quality digitized polygon mesh to a single manifold and
watertight mesh triangle without degenerate or intersecting elements. However, this method is based on
triangles processing and can only handle one connected component. Whereas, the proposed approach in this
paper allows to work on any polygons (not limited to triangles and/or quadrangles) and produce a set of
volumes from intersections of several connected components if necessary.

In the same vein, a comparison with Boolean operations between two volumes is often made (corresponding
to two connected components). Our purpose is clearly di�erent, because Boolean operations produce, from
surface objects (i.e. 2D topological objects with immersions in 3D), a unique volume built from them. In
addition, processed volumes must be spatially closed (they have an interior and an exterior) in various simulation
as visibility problem in rendering [18]. Thus, our approach keeps all topological volumes called co-re�nement
(similar to Minkowski sum, excepted objects are not necessary convex).

In this paper, we present a topological reconstruction method of volumes from soup of polygons in a robust,
accurate and e�cient way. The main purpose is the direct production of a 3D model with all topological
information in any dimension (i.e. neighborhood of edges, faces and volumes) and all embedding information
(color, domain properties and so on) for various simulation algorithms. The used topological structure loads
directly a mesh without intermediate conversion. To achieve the reconstruction process, cleaning and repairing
stages are added, in particular to handle the possible overlapped elements (edges, faces, volumes). One of our
scienti�c contribution is this correction method that relies on the topological information in order to improve
e�ciency and to control geometrical imprecision. More, embedding information (domain speci�c data) are
handled automatically along reparation in order to maintain consistent business model. Finally, the topology
provides enough information on corrected objects to be used directly in many application domains (3D printing,
simulation, visualization).

The next section presents the fundamental background, in particular the topological model used in our
work. Our contributions are detailed in Sections 3 and 4, where the �rst one shows the importation from raw
data and the topological reconstruction process in accordance with the closure criteria and the second focuses
on the repairing operations. Some results are given and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes
and provides some prospects.

2 FUNDAMENTAL BACKGROUND

Many data structures exist in computer graphics to represent cells subdivisions with their adjacency rela-
tions [10], among which generalized-maps (G-maps) are a formalization of all these concrete data structures
[19]. G-maps also present a formal and mathematical de�nition that allows us to address robustness problems.
Similar topological models have already been used in topological reconstruction [14, 18] and re�nement process
[9, 11].

2.1 Generalized map

The main advantage of G-maps model is a uniform description through dimension of structure, operations
and additional de�ned properties. Here we use a non-oriented graph [5], where nodes (denoted by the set G)
are basic elements called darts and arcs represent the adjacency relationship. Each arc is labeled depending
on the dimensional relationship. Commonly, we use notation αi for representing a link between two cells of
dimension i and d for the basic element (darts). Thus, a 3−G-map represents intuitively a 3D object from its
decomposition into topological cells (volumes, faces, edges, vertices).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2: Cell decomposition of a geometric 3D object: (a) 3D topological object; (b) Volume decomposition:
two adjacent volumes are linked along an α3 relation (green lines); (c) Face decomposition: two adjacent face
are linked along an α2 relation (blue lines); (d) Edge decomposition: two adjacent edge are linked along an
α1 relation (red lines) and edge is α0 relation (black lines) and it forms �nal 3−G-map.

Figure 2 illustrates the topological decomposition of a 3D object composed of a pyramid over a box. The
dimensional relationship are colored lines between cells. In the remain article we display them or not depending
on point of interest in order to not overload �gure. And we use sparingly exploded view to more appreciate
topological relationship.

2.2 Additional required properties

G-map may represent oriented and non-oriented objects. Here, we want to handle real-world objects as a set
of disjoint volumes. We must de�ne a set of properties for identifying an acceptable object. That is why we
use a 3D space subdivision that helps us to de�ne formally closed and oriented 3D partition.

The space partition criteria relies on a mix of geometry and topology, where we de�ne Ci as the geometrical
space of a i−cell (e.g. C3 de�nes the interior space of a volume, C2 de�nes the area of a face, C1 is the
length of an edge, C0 is the vertex itself). Formally, a 3D object is well formed if and only if a space partition
P satis�es the Equation 1. In other words, two cells i must not occupy the same space and/or must be
connected along cells of lower dimensions.

∀i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3},∀C1
i , C

2
i ∈ P,C1

i ∩ C2
i = ∅ ∨ ∃j ∈ [0; i[, C1

i ∩ C2
i = Cj where Cj ∈ P (1)

The object closure property is well known in the Computer Graphics community but with 3−G-map this
property di�ers and becomes a topological closure de�ned in the Equation 2. Less formally, it means there is
no self-loop in the graph thus opened faces are prohibited. This property relates to the dangling face, a speci�c
case where d.α2 = d.α3 that corresponds to a geometric hole. In other word, after topological reconstruction
holes are detected immediately.

∀d ∈ G,∀i ∈ [0; 3], d.αi 6= d (2)

The last property is the orientation: G-maps may represent oriented (or not) objects. For representing
orientation, we include a special boolean embedding (often named orient). Formally, the property behind is
de�ned in the Equation 3 where orient accesses to the special boolean and it forces that two adjacent darts
have an opposed value for any dimensions.

∀d ∈ G,∀i ∈ [0; 3], d.orient 6= d.αi.orient (3)
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3 TOPOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTION PROCESS

Our contribution lines up to repair/clear soup of faces to obtain volumes. Initially, the load process reconstruct
basic faces (at this time we check if faces are �at with at least three vertices or edge length is null, and correct
them if necessary) and a�ect initial embedding information depending on the model (for instance orientation,
color or nature of element as material). Then the topological reconstruction process computes the topological
link between faces that have a common geometric edge. The second step consists in correcting interpenetration
elements was detail in next section.

3.1 Pre-process: import data

3D models are often recorded in �le format that relies on faces indexed by vertices (eg. surfaces as the OBJ,
OFF, PLY, or any supported format from Assimp library).During the parsing of vertices, we use a balanced
tree (AVL Tree[1]), where keys are points and each stored value is a pair compound of current vertex index
and a list of darts which are at this 3D coordinate. The keys are ordered according to their components
(x,y,z). When a new point is inserted/computed, the process searches if it already exists in the tree, then
it is associated with the existing index else it is registered. The advantage of this structure is the e�ciency
of standard operations (especially insertion and �nding redundant elements).Probably, any other acceleration
structure could be use to manage all geometrical points as Kd-tree or BVH. However, AVL Tree is more �exible
for dynamic insertion that avoids complex reconstruction (if needed) and it o�ers practical internal use for
associating index between geometry and darts. This study is not the main focus of this article.

When the process completes the registration of all vertices. The �rst step of the reconstruction is creation
of all topological faces. Figure 3 shows all steps of the topological reconstruction process. After, registration
in the tree, object looks like in Figure 3(a), where data has been corrected if needed. Topologically, each face
counts n ∗ 4 darts (where n is number of edges), and topological faces are created by α0, α1 and α3 links
as illustrated in Figure 3(b) (a single face with two sides � called facets, one for each incident volume). This
step produces (by construction) 0−closed, 1−closed, and 3−closed topological faces (actually α0, α1 and α3

links two di�erent darts); an orientation mark is �xed on the face darts in order to satisfy the orientation
property. Next step of the process consists in closing α2-links (connecting topological face) in accordance to
the orientation property through an angle arrangement algorithm.

3.2 Angle arrangement

At this stage, α2-links are open and do not follow closure property (see Eq. 2). The angle arrangement corrects
it, produces volumes and satis�es partially consistent space partition. In practice, the angle arrangement
connects around geometrical edges, incident topological faces in a speci�c order (see Fig. 3). Here, AVL tree
is heavily used for retrieving quickly topological faces (representing darts) that are incident to a geometric
edge. For that, it retains darts that are α0-linked in dart list of endpoints of the geometrical edge. Then,
the process chooses randomly an incident face as referee and sorts according to their angle around edge from
referee (see Fig. 3(c)). Finally, representing darts are successively α2-sewed around the edge depending on the
angle and orientation marks (see Fig. 3(c1 and c2)). This angle arrangement handles dangling faces (object
border) with the same process without trouble as shown in Figure 3(c3).

The topological reconstruction process guarantees the respect of closure and orientation properties. Indeed,
topological faces construction (steps 1) directly de�ned the closing of the topological links α0, α1 and α3

while respecting the orientation constraints. In a second step, the angle arrangement algorithm computes the
α2 links while also respecting the orientation property. Thus the angle arrangement process guarantees the
production of an oriented and closed 3D model. In practice, one topological face is divided into two facets
(linked along α3 relationship). During the reconstruction process, when two topological faces must be sewed,
the �rst one is chosen by selecting facet with open α2 relationship. Then, the second one is selected depending
on facet which has an opposite orientation.
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c1

c2

c3

(a) (c)(b)

Figure 3: Topological reconstruction (exploded view): (a) original soup of faces; (b) each geometrical face
correspond to a single topological face: with α0, α1 and α3 closed, α2 opened; (c) closure of α2 relationship:
all faces are linked according to angle around geometrical edge; (c1) two faces are directly sew according to
the orientation; (c2) several faces are sewed according to orientation and angle arrangement; (c3) dangling
face: geometrical edge (E) with a unique incident face where for all dart d in the edge d.α2 = d.α3.

Figure 4 presents result of the topological reconstruction process. From a set of polygon, our topological
reconstruction process produces a set of connected volumes (see Fig. 4(b)). Thanks to topological information,
unclosed volumes which contains dangling face are directly detected (see Fig. 4(c)). In spite of all reconstructed
volumes are delimited by a set of faces linked to other faces or not, the space partition criteria is partially
satis�ed. Geometrically, when we consider two faces, they may cross themselves. Actually, interior or exterior
volume intersects interior or exterior of another volume. It may be similar for lower dimensions. Thus, we
need the co-re�nement process in order to complete this property. This is the purpose of next section.

4 3D CO-REFINEMENT

The second step consists in cleaning/repairing because up until this point, the reconstruction process does not
completely satisfy the partition criteria. Unfortunately, the original model includes several other inconsistencies
as shown in Figure 4(d). We shall now focus on presenting the 3D co-re�nement, which splits objects correctly
until satisfaction of the partitioning constraints. Volume intersections (and self intersection) are solved by
3D co-re�nement of lower dimension cells. We therefore use two types of co-re�nement according to the
dimension of the treatment for our object embedded in 3D. One of our notable contribution consists in solving
the problem by using the topological information to accelerate computations by reducing possible trouble
concerning numeric precision. Indeed if a cut occurs on a topological edge, all incident faces will cut their
edge simultaneously, thus a unique computation cuts multiple faces at once and avoid redundant computation.
Finally, the 3D co-re�nement process is composed of two steps. Firstly, the 1−co-re�nement guarantees the
insertion of all vertices corresponding to edge intersections. Secondly, the 2−co-re�nement corresponds to
split faces on their intersections.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4: Topological reconstruction result: (a) initial set of geometric faces; (b) after the topological recon-
struction, several volumes are built (one per color); (c) immediate detection of dangling face; (d) visualization
of face intersections (in red).

4.1 Split edges (1−co-re�nement)

Edges intersection process (1−co-re�nement) relies heavily on computing intersections between topological
edges. As a topological edge regroups multiple geometrical edges (one per incident face), the number of
tested elements is reduced. Furthermore, the insertion of vertex impacts automatically all incident faces
without additional computation. This operation is common in topological model and is very e�cient. Finally,
1−co-re�nement process consists in the computation of intersections for all pairs of crossed edges. We consider
only intersection points which are strictly inside processed edges. The corresponding topological edges are
split according to the new inserted vertex.

4.2 Split faces (2−co-re�nement)

The 2−co-re�nement handles face intersection in 3D. This feature takes into consideration the support plane
besides each face polygon. In 3D, The intersection of two planes is a line, if they are not parallel. When the
intersection exists, it is possible to split really both faces along the splitting line with some constraints.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 5: All cases of true intersections in 2-co-re�nement: (a) and (b) split operation with insertion of points
in both faces; (c) limit split case when green face border touches blue face; (d) face intersection corresponds
to a single vertex; (e) no intersection occurs.
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Concretely the split decision becomes a 1D problem depending on the intersection between the splitting
line and each edge of faces. The study of cross interval and origin of the stored information indicates if the
split is required or not. The Figure 5 shows di�erent con�gurations. Figures 5(a-c) present cases that require a
split because at least one intersection point of the green face (in red circles) is surrounded by two intersection
points of the blue face. Figure 5(d) is not modi�ed by the 2−co-re�nement, the intersection point is a single
vertex that is detected and treated by the 1−co-re�nement (no face split operation occurs at this stage).
Obviously, the Figure 5(e) shows case where no relevant point is surrounded, then no split operation occurs.

In a real complex model, due to the great number of polygons, a face may be intersected by several other
faces. A naive approach consists in applying the previous process on each pair of face. But this mechanism
drives to unstable computation due to the multiple application of the 2-co-re�nement. To achieve that, one
of our contribution is to bu�er all splitting lines in an ad-hoc structure without e�ective split. A splitting line
stores all intersection vertices along its director vector from all edges of each intersected face. Then, stored
intersection vertices are sorted along the director vector of the splitting line. Figure 6 illustrates di�erent
examples where the intersections of at least two faces generate splitting lines. An analysis of this line with
all vertices delimit for each face a segment with a set of additional vertices that income from other faces and
are inside the segment. Then, faces are �nally cut along this resulting segment with all including intersection
vertices. Thus, if several faces share a same split line, then all intersections vertices may be reported on each
concerned face. Figure 6(a) illustrates three faces that share a same splitting line where all red points are stored
and impact other faces that contain them before e�ective split operation (see Fig. 6(b)). A more complex case
treats intersection between splitting lines. The process is similar to the previous case but intersection vertex
of splitting line is added to the basic process. Figure 6(c) illustrates a non-trivial case where three splitting
lines cross themselves into the red point. Figure 6(d) presents e�ective split operation where each face part
added the crossed vertex.

                      

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 6: Intersection between several faces: (a) 3 faces are intersected on the same splitting line; (b) the 3
faces are cut, and all included vertices are added on new faces; (c) 3 faces are intersected on di�erent splitting
lines; (d) the 3 faces are cut, and splitting line intersection point is added on each new face.

Figure 7 shows a typical case where topology improves and reduces computations. A face is α2-sewed
and another face intersects the �rst without intersecting adjacent faces (see Fig. 7(a)). Then, the e�ective
split occurs on intersected face (normally) and topology forces addition of new vertices on adjacent faces
automatically (see Fig. 7(b)). This implicit operation avoids a recall to the 1−co-re�nement and the angle
arrangement for repairing locally this trouble.
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(a) (b)

Figure 7: Topological reconstruction impact: (a) 4 faces where three are α2-sewed and red one crosses only
the blue one; (b) After e�ective split: topology inserts automatically new vertices on adjacent faces.

4.3 Merge of faces

After 2−co-re�nement, the partition constraint may not be complied as some faces cover the same space.
The merge operation relies on the property that after the 2-co-re�nements, some faces have strictly the same
geometry and topology. But embedded values may be di�erent as color or any additional semantics information
(material tag, and so on). The detection of such faces therefore becomes easy cause topology gives a simple
search around the face and compare each encountered vertex.

Here, the merge operation for overlapped faces depends heavily on the business logic. For instance, in
rendering, this operation may mix light properties from both faces in order to create a new material with both
properties. Alternatively, in architecture, both overlapped faces may have di�erent semantic label and the
operation tags a special label. In the end, an architect decides on the �nal label.

Our software o�ers possibilities to provide an operation for mixing embedding values in accordance to the
user's wish. For instance, a user provides an operator that computes average color from RGB component of
both redundant faces.

(a) (d)(c)(b)

Figure 8: Global process: (a) 3 Rubik's cubes overlapped (total: 324 faces); (b) result after �rst topological
reconstruction, 81 volumes are built; (c) result after 3D co-re�nement process, all faces and edges are split
along intersections, the model is composed of 3998 faces and 618 volumes; (d) exploded view of all obtained
volumes.

To conclude this section, Figure 8 illustrates the �nal full reconstruction process. Initially, a �rst recon-
struction is performed after importation of raw data (see Fig. 8(a-b)). Then, we exploit the topology in order
to improve accelerator structure and we apply the cleaning/repairing stage for ensuring all the properties of
our model (see Fig. 8(c)). Finally, the process applies a last reconstruction in order to consider new edges and
faces for satisfying the partition criteria (see Fig. 8(d)).
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents results of our method and to prove generality of our approach we take di�erent meshes
from various domains (CAD, lighting simulation, geology, artistic). Object examples are extracted of commu-
nity meshes and a real geological data, with additional embedding when needed in accordance to business logic
of their original domain. The chosen objects are illustrated in Figure 9. Each model presents particularities
and highlights speci�c part of our method. Among all examples, we count small and big objects, and more or
less correct objects. For instance, Figure 9(a) is our synthetic model because it contains few faces but a lot of
intersections. The Stanford Bunny (see Fig. 9(d)) is well formed cause it has been scanned from real ceramic
�gurine. Whereas, Figures 9(c,f,g) are artistic creations with many unintentional errors. Figure 9(b) illustrates
gears created from CAD tool but positioning of them has been done by hand and drives to numerous errors
on tiny edges. Figure 9(e) is a real mesh created from noised data that induce interpenetration errors.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 9: Used meshes for experimenting our process, (self-)intersections are underlined in red: (a) 3 inter-
sected Rubik's cubes, many faces are intersected several times; (b) CAD gears; (c) droid; (d) Stanford Bunny;
(e) geological model; (f) artistic toy; (g) fan cobra car.

Our chain process has been implemented with two di�erent tools. The �rst one is Jerboa [5], a Java library
dedicated to G-map. This tool allows rapid prototyping algorithms to assess their feasibility and e�ciency but
it does not o�er good performance in terms of computation time. The second is Moka [23], a G-map library
in C++ where many common operations are implemented in an e�cient way. Table 1 presents execution time
of our process on meshes of the Figure 9 with Moka. This study has been performed on an Intel i7-2600 with
16Go RAM under Linux OS. Regular grids are used for optimizing computation time. The purpose of this
structure is to avoid unnecessary tests for remote edges/faces, since their geometrical location in the scene do
not allow possible intersection.
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Meshes nb. Faces Topo. nb. Volumes Co-re�nement intersections

Reconstruction Built With Topo. Processed

Fig. 9(a) 324 0.02s 81 0.03s 2,674

Fig. 9(b) 40,916 3,5s 6 32s 843

Fig. 9(c) 6,872 0.4s 66 0.21s 2,165

Fig. 9(d) 69,451 3.2s 1 20s 0

Fig. 9(e) 61,720 3.5s 10 1.5s 537

Fig. 9(f) 65,439 15s 107 45s 7398

Fig. 9(g) 342,000 26s 1,740 23min12s 59,966

Table 1: Execution time for the full 3D-reconstruction and 3D-co-re�nement process.

The topological reconstruction looks fast but computation time is not directly related with the number of
faces. For example, Figures 9(d) and 9(f) (line 4 and 6) have di�erent time for similar size. The explanation
comes from the fact that Figure 9(d) has a simpler con�guration on geometrical edge whereas Figure 9(f) has
many adjacent faces to a common geometric edge. Indeed, angle arrangement process time depends on the
number of faces considered around edges.

In addition, the co-re�nement does not depend directly of the mesh size. For instance, line 1 and line 3
count similar faces but the co-re�nement step takes more time for the �rst than the second one (ditto line 4
and 5). However, the time for co-re�nement depends drastically on complexity of the tested mesh. The count
of intersection a�ects co-re�nement process. Nevertheless, this indicator seems not unique (e.g. line 1 counts
four times more intersections than line 5) and the size of the mesh a�ects obviously the process.

These models has been tested on usual tools. In particular, the software MeshLab and ReMESH detect and
select correctly intersected faces. And it successes to remove duplicate faces, single vertices and other errors.
A �rst comparison allows to control that our method detects the same number of geometric inconsistencies.
Although MeshLab detects these errors a little faster than our method, but it does not correct it directly.
The only solution is deletion of these faces, then �lling the created hole. This approach does not respond
to our needs. On correct mesh as the Stanford Bunny, performance time are similar (2 seconds) and our
reconstruction does not add too much additional time.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a topological reconstruction method of volumes from a soup of polygons (from
various input data source: obj, o�, others geometrical format and G-map format). This framework relies
on the topological structure G-map and divides reconstruction into two major steps: topological 3D angle
arrangement, then cleaning/repairing operations (called co-re�nement). Furthermore, the proposed angle
arrangement allows to reduce number of e�ective test and to avoid multiple reapplication of the whole process.
The co-re�nement gathers all split operations in order to decrease the number of artifact and to ensure best
computation on initial mesh directly. All these operations lead to satisfy a speci�c topological model with
strong criteria that ensure high quality of the produced object. Finally, the obtained objects are formed from
disjoint volumes where all topological and embedding information are consistent. And they may be directly
used for various simulations algorithms.
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In future work, we would add an automatic detection and correction of holes (topology helps us with the
notion of dangling face) to ensure the common spatial volume closure. Furthermore, the current process may
oversplit some faces, especially during the 2-co-re�nement. The process could add a topological simpli�cation
to avoid this trouble and/or to reduce the count of initial primitive. Finally, the last (and complex) feature
consists in detecting inclusion of volumes (without edges or faces connection).
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